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ABSTRACT
As a step tov'ard the clarification and formulation of the human process of speech
perceptíon through prosodic fearures, perceplual erperiments vlere conducted on the
transmission of accent types as u,ell as on the transmission of v,ord meaning using
s¡,nthetic speech ofJapanese u,ords offour morae, As for the transmission ofu,ord
meoníng, the role of prosotlic features þr v'ord identifrcation v,as found to be largest
for type 1 accenî. This is because the type 7 accent has a falling in the funtlamental
frequency contour at the beginning portíon of the word and, therefore, the prosodíc
features can be utilized before the perception of *'hole segmental feaures. As for the
transmission ofaccent types, several results v,ere obtaíned ímplying the existence of the
process for accent-type identification aside [rom the process for perceiving segmental

.feotures.

INTRODUCTION
Although the segmental features of speech acoustically play the dominant role in the
human þrocess of speech recognition, the prosodic features may also play an important
role. This is bccauie the prosodic fcatures ofspeech are tightly related to thc linguistic
information of an utteranci, such as the word meaning, the syntactic structure, and the
focal condition. With the premise that the knowledge on the human process of speech
perception should be incoiporated in the machine systems for speech recognition to
improve their current performance, we have been conducting several perceptual exper-
imènts to clarify and io formulate the process (Fujisaki, Hirose,.Ohno and Minematsu
1990, Minematiu, Ohno, Hirose and Fujisaki 1992). These experiments, however, were
rest¡icted to the segmental features of speech and did not cover the prosodic features.

From the viewpbint above, as a first step to\¡/ard the cla¡ification and formulation of
the process ofspeèch recognition through prosodic features, we have conducted.percep-
tual-experiments on the trãnsmission of accent types as well as on the hansmission of
word meaning using synthetic speech of 4-mora words of Japanese with their funda-
mcntal frequéncy Coniours manipulated. In this paper, each of both experiments is
separately explaincd followed by the discussion on the results.

WORD ACCENT OFJAPANESE
For an n -mo¡a word of Japanese, (z+1) accent types are possible in the Tokyo dialcct.
These are denoted by "type i" accents (Í=0 to n). Each of type i accents has a rapid
downfall in the fundamental frequency contour respectivcly at the end of ith mo¡a
except for the case of i=0 without aPparent downfall. When uttered in isolation, type r
accent has a fundamental frequency contour similar to that of type 0 accent. For the
current perceptual experiments, isolated uttcrances of 4-mo¡a words were used with
type 4 aòcent èxclude¿i. Utterances of a male speaker we¡e recorded and digitized_with
id kHz sampling frequency and with L2 bit accuracy for the further process. Stimuli for
the perceptuãl experiinents were gencrated by the PARCOR analysis-synthesis method
witli manìpulations on the fundamental frequencies. For thc cure¡t experimer,tts, the
manipulatìons were conducted only on the fundamental frequency contou¡ and no on
other-prosodic parameters, such as the syllable duration and the source power. This is
becauie of the þriority of the fundamental frequency contour in the acoustic manifesta-
tion of the prosodic features of Japanese speech.
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"raion" "akabou"
"omatsuri"
"aimai"
"koumori""naitaa" "monoraru"

"kamakiri" "unmei"
"imomushi" "norimaki"
"mimizuku" "katakori"
"aomori" "toraburu"
"kamisori" "tamanesi"
"kaminari" trn¡.ruutt"

"kaminoke" "nakigoe"

20t

ROLE OF ACCENT TYPES FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF SPOKEN
WORDS
Method of experiment
As shoryl in tablc 1, utte¡ances of 12 nouns were selected for each of the accent types 0,
1,2 and 3' Following three types of manipulation were conducted on the fundírñentai
frequency_ contours during the process of PARCOR analysis-synthesis:

(Case 1) Keeping constant at 100 Hz,
(Case 2) alternating into othe¡ accent types,
(Case 3) with no modification.

Manipulation for case 2was.perfo_rmed based on the model of ft.¡ndamental frequency
contour qeneration (Fujisaki and Hirose, 1984). Fundamental frequency contours of
alt_ernated_ accent types were generated by the model after shiftinj the õnset and the
offset of the accent command to their typical values. A band elimination of 0.5 kt{z to
3.0 kHz was further performed for all of the synthetic speech samples so that the sub-
jects ofthe perceptual experiment may perceìve a samþle as a whole. The syllable-
based recognition using the segmental îeatures is difficult for the band-eliininated
speech stimuli. These stimuli were presented through headphones with 4 sec inter-
stimulus interval to L0 male subjects of Japanese who weré asked to reproduce the
words orally. The experiments were conducted for the th¡ee cases shown àbove in the
order of 2, L and 3.
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"naiyou"
'amêrika"
"raihin"
"randamu"

"shinsou"
"hiroõhima"
"nckutai"

"niniin"
"yoliujitsu"

"waFuchin"
"amazont'
"ookami"
"omusubi"
"onisiri"
"muíasaki"
"nokosiri"
"nenry"ou"
"nouriliso"

"unsei"
"enbun"
"vononaka"
"iodoame"
"orisami"
"maõhisai"
"nonbiñ"
"tenkizu"

'lable l. Four-mora u,ords used for the experiment.

Experimental results and considerations
Figures I and2 show the word recognition tate separately for thc three cases. The
recognition rates of Fig. 1 are calculated for each original accent type, while those of
Fig.2 are calculatcd for each accent type after the case 2 alternation. Case 2' indicates
the rates of accent-type recognition. In both figures, the recognition rate of each acccnt
typc has a similar value for case 3 samples without modification in fundamental fre-
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Figure L. llord recognition /ates
summarized separately for each
origínal accent type.
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Figure 2. ll/ord recognition rates
summarized separately for each
accent 4,pe after alternation,
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qucnc)'contours. As clcarly indicated in Fig. 1, the largest drop in the recognition rate
ciue tothe accent type alternation is obse¡ved for the words with type 1 accent. In Fig.
2, thc largcst drop is observed when non-type L accent is altered to t)¡pe 1 accent.
These results imply the greater role ofprosodic features for the perception ofwords
with type 1 accent. The recognition rate of accent types has the largest score for the
samplôi with type 1 accent as shown in Fig. 2. This.result may support the above
findings on the ròlc of type 1 accent for the word identification process. The.reason of
thc fiñdings is considcièd to be due to the fact that type L accent has a falling in thc
fundamcntãl frequency contour at the beginning portion of the word and, therefore, the
prosodic fcature.s can be utilizcd before the perception ofwhole segmental features.
Supposing the importancc of the prosodic features for the word recognition is affected
onili by thc location of the downfall in the fundamental frequency contour, the role
should-decreasc in the order of types 2,3 and 0. No result, however, was found support-
ing this hypothesis. This implies the existence of the perceptual mechan-ism -which
mãkes poésìble to recognize thè word only with the acoustic features of the fint half of
the utterance.

PERCEPTION OF WORD ACCENT
Method of experiment
Utterances of 4-mora words of type 3 accent were selectcd for the experiment on the
t¡ansmission of accent types. Three Japanese words "aozora (blue sky)"' "gerlshiro
(atomic reactor)," "kori!ôri (havc had enough and neve¡. do !t agqin)' were selected
iogether with thiee nonsense riords "imeyuro," "nemeira," "ominere'" For each of these

wõrds, synthetic speech samples were prêpared-with accent types 0,.L,-2, 3 and.6 artifi-
cial accent typcô not found in the Tokyo dialect. As shown i-n Fig. 3' the.same
rising/falling þåttem in fundamental freqqeqcy contour was realized at the. boundary of
3rd ind 4th-m'orae fo¡ each sample. The following two types of gating techniques were
then applied to the samples to pioduce stimuli for the-perceptual experiment:.

fC¿isè n) retaining tËe initiai portion ofx msec and replacing the rest by silcnce,
icase B\ addins to case A. reblacins the pofion of first and second morae by silence.

Thèse replácemenís are shown sèhema'íically in Fig. 4. Case B was planncd to investi-
satc the èffect of initial Þart of an uttcrance for the accent-type identification." The word stimuli were presented through hcadphones to the subjects in several ses-
sions for each of f words. Each session includes 10 stimuli, viz., one for each of 10

accent types. The gating duration.t for stimuli in the first session ïas set equal to. the

total duiåtion of th; firðt to the third morae and was increased in 5 msec steps. The
cxperiment was conducted firstly for the stimuli of case A with an inter-stimulus inter-
vai of (r sec, and was then condúcted for those of case B with an inter-stimulus interval
of 2 sec. 'ihe subjects were asked to reproduce the accent types by schematically
drawing them on a ðheet of paper specially prepared. Based on their answers, necessary

duratioñ x was decided for the identification of the accent types.
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Figure 3. Method for manipuloting the

fundam ental fr equency contours.
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Fisure 4. Schematic illustation for the
"no,os"s of silence rePlacement.

Experimental results and considerations
Thè results are shown in Figs.5 and 6 separately for 3.Iapanesewords and 3.nonsense
words. The ordinate denodés the length 

-of 
4th morae in the gating pcriod. As for the

case B, the accent types are identified-with the shorter length for the words with rising
fundamental frequeiðy contour at the boundary of 3rd anil 4th morae than those with
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fallingfundamental frequency contour. This result indicatcs thc rising is perceived
faste¡ than the falling. As for the case A, the length for accent type idéntification is
shorter for the Japanese words than for the nonsense words, Ifwe õompare the results
of the two cases for the words of accent type 3, the downfall in the fundamental f¡e-
quency contour is shown to be perceived for shorter gating period in case A than in case
B. This fact is found both for the Japanese words and the nonsense words. Assuming
that hurnan may have no inner dictionary for nonsense words, the above fact implies
that an accent dictionary of known accent types exists aside from the ordinal word dic-
tionary with information on part of speech, rneaning and others, and that a process exists
to perccive input spoken wo¡ds as if they are accompanicd by one of the known accent
types. A pointer may exist from each item of the accent dictionary to each itcm of the
inner wo¡d dictionary.

The above hypothesis was also supported by another preliminary experiment where
the spoken word stimuli with original and altemated accent typ€s were presented to the
subjects in isolation and continuously. A larger drop in the rate of word identification
due to the continuous presentation was observed for the stimuli with altemated accent
types than for those with original accent types. Incorrect pointing to the inner word
dictionary may occur in the case of alternated accent types and may largely degrade the
performance ofwo¡d identification based on the segmental features typically in the case
of continuous presentation.
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Figure 5. Duration of 4th mora neces-
Tary for thc idcntification of accent
6,pes for Japønese lrords "aozora,"
"genshiro, " and "korigori. "
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Figure 6. Duration of 4th mora neces-
sary for the identificatíon of accent
types for nonsense u,ords "imeyulo,"
"nemeira, 

tt and "ominere. 
tt

CONCLUSION
Perceptual experiments were conducted on the role of prosodic features for the identifi-
cation ofspoken words. It was found that the ¡ole is largest for type 1 accent. Several
results were also obtained implying the existence of the process for accent-type identi-
fication. The above experiments, howevcr, \¡/ere restricted to word lcvel information,
Further experiments are necessary to examine the role of prosodic features in the proc-
ess of perceiving higher-order linguistic information, such as syntactic structures.
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